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IMMERI Ghana has presented a Honda CR-V, four-wheel drive to its First 1 Star Director for Africa. A Honda 
Pilot was also presented to one of its managers in the business who has worked to attain a Director status. 
IMMERI Ghana, subsidiary of IMMERI Global is a company which deals in food supplementary products, 
namely:” Adwelle,” which is a plant-based natural supplement that helps to eliminate bad cholesterol. “Vitide,” 
also repairs damaged cells and lastly “Vaginne” which serves as a moisturiser that provides great comfort for 
women. 
 
The company since its establishment last year has provided over three thousand job opportunities for individuals 
and groups. 
 
At its first-year anniversary celebration, dubbed; ”Oneyearstrong” in Accra, IMMERI recognised 136 elite 
associates, 129 executives, 19 elite executives, 14 managers, 4 elite managers, 1 director, and a first-ever 1star 
director. 
 
Some outstanding customers were awarded and promoted from one level to another. Eric Prince Cudjoe who is 
the recipient of the Honda Pilot, topped the seven earners, with USD120,933. 
 
Briefing the media on its one year of operations in the country, the President of IMMERI Africa and Middle East, 
Yap Wai Yen said the company has plans of venturing into manufacturing and other sectors of the Ghanaian 
economy. 
 
“In the next five years I would also be investing in technology to upgrade all the e-commerce sites because I 
believe Ghana besides being the most peaceful country in West Africa is technologically advanced, so 
infrastructure will definitely pick up.” 
 
“Our investment in IT, will be enhanced to help our leaders make better decisions and reach out faster. In the next 
five years if the government incentives are good for foreign investors, I would also like to consider putting up a 
manufacturing plant.” 
 
Mr. Wai Yen indicated, that with their existence in countries such as Nigeria, Egypt and the Philippines, the 
company looks forward to expanding its frontiers to South Africa, and South Tome. 
 
Speaking on its Multi-Level Marketing, MLM business, the First 1 Star Director for Africa, Daniel Sekpey said 
IMMERI has provided an opportunity for young people especially to earn an income. 
 
The state he also emphasized will benefit immensely, through taxes.” There are diverse ways that we can realise 
benefits from IMMERI. The first is, health benefits. Using our products help to maintain your good health. 
Graduates seeking employment oppotunities can start with IMMERI. IMMERI granted me the opportunity to be 
self-employed. Taxes are deducted at source, before bonuses are paid, hence the challenge of difficulty to get 
taxpayers to fulfill their civic responsibilities is made easy for government.” 
 
The Chief Executive of the Ghana Chamber of Commerce and Industry, GNCCI, Mark Badu Aboagye 
commended IMMERI Ghana for their contribution to the economy over the past one year.  Stating that the GNCCI, 
will continue to partner government to create an enabling environment for businesses in the private sector to 
thrive. 
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